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Learnosity Adds Custom Content Creators to its Growing Partner Network

The Learnosity Partner Network will unite best-in-class technologies with leading custom
content creators.

(PRWEB) March 07, 2018 -- Award-winning edtech company Learnosity has announced that it is to expand its
Partner Network by adding a new tier dedicated solely to custom content creation.

Originally launched in May 2017, the Learnosity Partner Network was created to promote greater collaboration
across the edtech industry in developing, scaling, and delivering exceptional products to market.

The new custom content creation tier will sit alongside the network’s three original categories:

- Items banks
- Technical & feature
- Customization & integration

The new tier aims to provide all Learnosity customers with easy access to subject matter experts and
experienced curriculum development agencies who are well-versed in creating content that meets the highest
educational standards.

“Broadening the compass of our Partner Network is extremely important to us,” says Ben Powell, Learnosity’s
Senior Vice President of Business Development & Partnerships.

“So we’re delighted to launch the custom content tier of the Learnosity Partner Network. Having globally
recognized publishing companies on board means we can connect our clients with the very best in customized
content creation. Ultimately, the result is a deeper interactive assessment experience for educators and
learners.”

Among the first companies to join the custom content tier are Spider Learning, Inc., WiseWire, Six Red
Marbles, A Pass Education, and Westchester K-12 Publishing Services.

“Our resources have used Learnosity’s content creation tools on behalf of many of our clients for quite some
time,” says Kevin J. Gray, Managing Director of Westchester K-12 Publishing Services. “We’re excited to
formalize this partnership. Learnosity’s system allows for the flexibility in delivery and accuracy in reporting
that we know is important to our clients, and we look forward to developing more content on their behalf using
the intuitive authoring platform that Learnosity provides.”

About Learnosity
Founded in 2007, Learnosity is an Irish-based edtech company specializing in assessment solutions. Offering a
suite of flexible authoring, assessment, and analytics APIs, Learnosity enables organizations from a wide range
of sectors to easily incorporate powerful assessment capabilities into any digital product, allowing clients to
dramatically reduce their development cycles and time-to-market while availing of innovative, industry-leading
software.

For enquiries or information, please contact: media(at)learnosity(dot)com.
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To learn more about the Learnosity Partner Network visit http://www.learnosity.com/partner-network/ or email
partners(at)learnosity(dot)com.
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Contact Information
Rachel Murray
Learnosity
http://www.learnosity.com
+353 857023604

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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